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NEW QUESTION: 1
Approximately what percentage of SAP worldwide installations
are running on HP Converged Infrastructure?
A. 64%
B. 10%
C. 42%
D. 26%

Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:http://h20219.www2.hp.com/enterprise/downloads/4AA4-3
448ENW.pdf(page 1, see HP &amp; SAP a shared history of storage
innovation, first bullet)

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is time-boxing?
A. Setting an upper time limit and planning the activities
within that limit.
B. A period of intense activity within a particular release.
C. Tight planning focused on reducing the time required for any
activity.
Answer: A
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Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation
The reported distance (or advertised distance) is the cost from
the neighbor to the destination. It is calculated from the
router advertising the route to the network. For example in the
topology below, suppose router A &amp; B are exchanging their
routing tables for the first time. Router B says "Hey, the best
metric (cost) from me to IOWA is 50 and the metric from you to
IOWA is 90" and advertises it to router A.
Router A considers the first metric (50) as the Advertised
distance. The second metric (90), which is from NEVADA to IOWA

(through IDAHO), is called the Feasible distance.
The reported distance is calculated in the same way of
calculating the metric. By default (K1 = 1, K2 = 0, K3
= 1, K4 = 0, K5 = 0), the metric is calculated as follows:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is NOT a benefit delivered in the
context of the Case Management Solution of the 'Service'
Offerings?
A. A case worker has all the information needed to improve case
outcomes and optimize decisions
B. A case worker can skip the customer feedback and get
directly to focus on the problem at-hand
C. Deliver case workers the solution in a fraction of time of
other approaches
D. Integrated analytics help organizations understand the
impact of case loads.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Note:Case Management: Reduce Costs, Decrease Risks, and Build
Loyalty Discover how advanced case management helps you get
better outcomes by extracting more value out of the information
you already have. Issues such as customer complaints, fraud
investigation, identity validation, and cyber security demand
real-time detection and resolution
A smarter way to manage information in a more complex world
Automate routine claims and put more focus on handling
exceptions efficiently Increase productivity and customer
satisfaction, while reducing costs
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